
Returning to Reception

On the 1st June I will go back to Oasis Academy

Marksbury Road.

My class room will look a little different and the day will

be different. This book will tell me more about it.



Coming to school

When I go back to school I will line up with my adults and any

brothers or sisters I have down the side of the Academy.

I must not go on the road.

A teacher will take my temperature.

If my temperature is okay I will need to walk down the ramp

by myself and into my room. Adults will watch me so I will

always be safe. I will need to be brave to walk by myself.

If I am too hot I might need to go back home.



My classroom

I will learn in one of the Reception classrooms,

the small hall or one Year Three Classroom.

There will not be all the toys I used to play

with so that all the toys are clean.

I will sit on a spot or PE mat instead of

the carpet.



Seeing my friends:

When we go back to school there will be up to 8 children in

each room.

These 8 children will be children from my class.

They will be called My Academy Family.

At playtime I only play with children in my Academy Family.

I must stay in the part of the playground that the teacher

shows me is for the children in my Academy Family.

I can wave to other friends I see but not go close to them.



LunchTime

At lunchtime I will eat lunch in my home

room with My Academy Family and the teacher in

my room.

I will then go out to play in the playground.

I will always play in the same part of the

MUGA or the playground as my Academy Family.



Keeping Safe

When I go back to school I will wash my hands when I

arrive and more than 6 times a day when a teacher tells me

or I use the toilet.

I must not touch my friends and when I play with my

Academy Family I should try to not get too close to them.

I will only play with children from my Academy Family.

I will have my temperature taken when I arrive at school.



My Teacher

When I go back to school the teacher in my

classroom might not be the teacher that I had

before.

It will be a teacher from Oasis Academy Marksbury

Road who I know. I can look on the school

website to see all the friendly faces of teachers at

OAMR and see who I can remember.



Going Home

When I leave school my adults will line up in

the playground.

When I am called I will go straight to my

adult.

My adult will be stood on a dot.

My adult will take me home out of the back gate of

school.



School will be different when I go back but it

will still be fun and I will learn lots.

We look forward to seeing you all!


